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Setting up numbering within your text requires a little ingenuity. The trick is to take advantage of Word's SEQ field.
Word’s numbering feature is easy to use, but it doesn’t work in all situations. For instance, it can’t handle an inline number sequence. By inline, I mean a
sequence of numbers positioned within regular text. Fortunately, the SEQ field code handles these situations. I’ll start by showing you how to insert the
SEQ field code manually, for those one-time occurrences. If you use this feature often, you’ll want to add AutoCorrect items for quick insertion into your
text. So we’ll look at that, too.

1: Insert an SEQ field
It’s easy to enter a SEQ field manually. Begin by pressing [Ctrl]+[F9]. When Word displays the blank field, enter seq list1, as shown in Figure A. List1 is a
required argument; you can use any descriptive name you like as long as it begins with an alpha character. The parentheses distinguish the numbers
within the text. They’re not part of the field code. Highlight the field code and press [F9] to display the field’s value. As you can see in Figure B, the first
field returns (1).
Figure A
Enter the SEQ field arguments.

Figure B
Press [F9] to update the SEQ field code.

2: Create the first sequence
To create the inline numbering sequence, copy the code and the surrounding parentheses. Position the cursor where you want to continue the sequence
within your text and press [Ctrl]+V. Figure C shows the result of pasting several throughout the paragraph. At this point, they all display 1.
Figure C
Paste field codes inline.

3: Update the sequence
To update the actual sequence, select the paragraph and press [F9]. As you can see in Figure D, the field codes begin with 1 and increment by 1. Those
are the default settings.
Figure D
Update the field codes to return sequential numbers.

4: Reset!
You could copy the inline-numbered paragraph, update all the values, and the codes would evaluate based on the preceding paragraph. In other words,
the new paragraph’s first field code would update to 8, the second to 9, and so on. But you can reset a code and thereby subsequent codes using a special
switch as follows:
1. Highlight the first code in the sequence and press [Alt]+[F9] to toggle to the field code display. Don’t include the parentheses when you highlight the field code.
2. Add the following switch \r 1, as shown in Figure E.
3. With the field code still highlighted, press [Alt]+ [F9] to toggle back to the results display. The \r switch resets the value sequence (from earlier field codes), and 1 tells the
code to begin the sequence with the number 1. This code should probably return 1, but don’t worry if it doesn’t.
4. Highlight the entire paragraph and press [F9] to update all the fields. Figure F shows the results; the first code returns 1, and the remaining fields increment by 1.

Figure E
Add the \r switch to reset the field code.

Figure F
Resetting one field code also updates subsequent codes in the same sequence.

Notice that we’re still using the same name, list1. That’s fine for our purposes. If you want to start an entirely new sequence, use a new name.
Fields are also available via the Insert tab, through the Quick Parts drop-down. Choose Field to display an interface option for entering field codes. In Word
2003, choose Field from the Insert menu.

5: Copy a field to AutoCorrect
Entering an SEQ field manually is easy enough, but if you’re working with this field a lot, there’s a much easier way: You can use AutoCorrect to insert them
into text. Create the AutoText entry as follows:
1. Display the field code with the reset switch, { seq \r 1}, by pressing [Alt]+[F9].
2. Highlight the field code (see Figure E) along with the parentheses, if you mean to include them too.
3. With the field code highlighted, click the File tab and choose Options. In Office 2007, click the Office button and then click Word Options. In Word 2003, choose
AutoCorrect Options from the Tools menu and skip to #6.
4. In the left pane, choose Proofing.
5. Click the AutoCorrect Options button in the AutoCorrect Options section, shown in Figure G.
6. Click the AutoCorrect tab (if necessary).
7. In the Replace control, enter the keys you’ll press to insert the field. You’ll want to choose a key sequence you won’t use (or seldom use). I used 1} as shown in Figure H.
Those two keys might be easy to remember when linked to a reset SEQ field. (At least, I think so.)
8. Click OK twice.

Figure G
Access the AutoCorrect settings.

Figure H
Enter a key combo for the AutoCorrect reset field.

6: Add sequential AutoCorrect
Using the instructions in #5, add an incrementing SEQ field. You can highlight any of them, except the reset field. For step 7, enter n}. n is the default
switch that inserts the next number in the sequence, making it easy to remember. You don’t have to specify the \n switch, because it’s the default, but you
can add it if it helps document your choice.

7: Display values
When you return to the document, press [Alt]+[F9] to toggle the fields to their resulting values. If you find it easier working with the codes showing, skip
this step for now.

8: Enter a reset field using AutoCorrect
When you’re reading to start a new sequence, use AutoCorrect to enter the reset SEQ field. Position the cursor within your text and enter 1}. Figure I
shows the resulting field as (1).
Figure I
Use AutoCorrect to enter a reset SEQ field.

9: Enter an incremental field using AutoCorrect
Following the reset sequential field, enter the incrementing field the same way. Position the cursor and enter n}. Figure J shows the first incrementing
field after the reset field.
Figure J
Enter an incrementing SEQ field.

10: Enter as needed
Continue in this pattern anytime you need to enter inline numbers. Use the reset SEQ field to start a sequence. Follow the reset field with the incrementing
SEQ field, as shown in Figure K. You can enter as many incrementing fields as you like. The field is smart enough to continue incrementing until you enter
a new reset field.
Figure K
Use AutoCorrect to quickly enter SEQ fields inline with text.
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